Books you should read at Nascot Wood
Junior School – and after!

BOOKS TO LOVE
(A contemporary booklist compiled by NWJS and Borders Bookshop)
Children of the same age can range from beginners to fluent readers. To give adults and children
confidence in the suitability of a book’s content, general age guidance has been given to each
book.
Books in RED are suitable to be read by 7 year olds
Books in GREEN are suitable to be read by 8 year olds
Books in BLUE are suitable to be read by 9 year olds
Books in PURPLE are suitable to be read by 10 year olds
Books in ORANGE suitable to be read by 11 year olds
Books in BROWN are suitable to be read by 12 year olds

The Beast Quest Series by Adam Blade
These books are full of adventure, Monsters, Wizards, Knights and Mystical creatures.
7+
Charlie Small Series by Charlie Small
Charlie small has some very exciting adventures, written in journal form. The books are fun and
fast-paced and the illustrations are fantastic.
7+
Jake Cake Series by Michael Broad
Each book has three unbelievable adventures written in Jake's own notebooks, which are
embellished with his gloriously funny comments and illustrations throughout. Here Jake meets a
werewolf, a monster and a real-life mummy. These books are deliciously funny.
7+
Princess Mirror-Bell by Julia Donaldson
Lovely, funny, young magical princess stories by a hugely successful author. Ellen gets a big
shock when her double appears out of the bathroom mirror. Only Mirror-Belle is a double with a
difference! She is a princess, and a very mischievous one at that. Whether she's wreaking havoc
in a department store, riding the ghost train at the fair or seeing off bullies in the playground,
Princess Mirror-Belle is a princess with a purpose - to cause as much trouble as possible.
7+
Spy Dog by Andrew Cope
GM451 is a Spy Dog, the first of her kind, and this is her first thrilling adventure.
It is well written, and easy to read aloud, making the most reluctant reader desperate to find out
what happens next. The humour is pitched at a level that children and adults can enjoy; a lovely
book to share.
7+
The Sheep-Pig by Dick King-Smith
Children love the Sheep-Pig - especially if they've seen the film Babe. The story is incongruous,
warm and funny.
7+
The Worst Witch by Jill Murphy
A school for witches before Harry Potter and Hogwarts were invented. There's never a dull
moment during Mildred Hubble's time at Miss Cackle's Academy.
7+

Igraine the Brave by Cornelia Funke
An adventure is what Igraine wishes for most in the world and on her twelfth birthday she finds
one! Everyone at Castle Pimpernel is looking forward to Igraine’s birthday. But when her magical
present goes wrong and her parents turn themselves into pigs, it's up to Igraine to put things right
- even if that means facing giants, three-headed dragons and a particularly Spiky Knight.
7+
Witch baby and me Series by Debi Gliori
Lily is 9. Her sister Daisy is 1 - and she's no ordinary baby. Somehow, when she was born,
something went rather wrong... and now Daisy is a Witch Baby. Nobody knows this but Lily she's the only one who can see when Daisy makes the fridge float in the air, or turns people into
slugs. These books are hilariously funny.
7+
You’re a bad man, Mr Gum by Andy Stanton
Mr Gum is a truly nasty old man. However, this book is not just about him; there is also a little girl
called Polly, an evil butcher, heroes, sweets and Jake the dog, who must be saved from terrible,
terrible evil.
7+
The Butterfly Lion by Michael Morpurgo
This is a lyrical and moving tale of a young boy growing up in Africa, and his lifelong friendship
with a white lion. "All my life I'll think about you, I promise I will. I won't ever forget you." Bertie
rescues an orphaned white lion cub from the African veld. They are inseparable until Bertie is
sent to boarding school far away in England and the lion is sold to a circus. Bertie swears that
one day they will see one another again, but it is the butterfly lion which ensures that their
friendship will never be forgotten.
8+
The Spiderwick Chronicles by Tony DiTerlizzi and Holly Black
These stories are wonderfully magical and should appeal to any Harry Potter fan. They cover the
story of the Grace family and their misadventures with the Faerie inhabitants they discover in their
new home.
8+
Ivan the Terrible by Anne fine
Tasked with looking after the new boy, Ivan who cannot speak English, Boris quickly finds himself
embroiled within a moral dilemma as the comments Ivan directs towards his class-mates become
ever-more inflammatory! This book is so funny and clever; it will have children defying themselves
not to laugh. It is a well earned prize winner.
8+
Ingo by Helen Dunmore
Ingo is an underwater world discovered by Sapphire and her brother, Conor. They live in Cornwall
with their mother and father, enjoying the perfect life they live - swimming, surfing and exploring
the sea. However, when their father goes missing, and Conor starts disappearing for hours on
end down by the rocks, everything seems strange until Sapphire finds Ingo-an exiting but
dangerous world beneath the waves. Sapphire and Conor also meet Faro and Elvira, two merpeople who live in the sea. They introduce Sapphire and Conor to their world. It is an imaginative
and beautifully written story.
8+
Stig of the dump by Clive King
An enduring favourite, this intriguing and humorous book tells the story of a friendship between
modern Barney, and Stig the Stone Age boy whom he finds living in a chalk pit. Each is very

strange to the other; but a wonderful understanding, based on curiosity and a respect for one
another's skills develops.
8+
The girl with the broken wing by Heather Dyer
The twins are in bed when it happens. They hear a sound like a wet cabbage hitting the wall, then
a clattering on the roof tiles, followed a little later by a tapping at the window. It's a girl with a
broken wing - and she's come to stay. Who is she? Where has she come from? And more
importantly, what does she want? The twins have no idea. Perhaps she's their guardian angel?
But would an angel have filthy feet and snore?
8+
The Indian in the cupboard by Lynne Reid banks
This book is amazing down to the last page. It is mainly about a boy, Omri, who gets a cupboard
for his birthday. It has a lock but no key. After getting a key from his mother, that once belonged
to his great- grandmother he tries it in the lock...and it fits. He puts a plastic toy Indian in it and
locks it before going to sleep. In the morning he wakes...to find that that the Indian had come to
life. It is a must for children who like plastic figures.
8+
Artemis Fowl - the series by Eoin Colfer
Twelve-year-old Artemis Fowl is the cleverest criminal mastermind ever and his adventures with
fairies, leprechauns and more are fast and thrilling. The author has let his imagination run riot by
combining folklore, fantasy and a fistful of high-tech funk in an outrageously devilish book that
could well do for fairies what Harry Potter has done for wizardry.
9+
Charlie Bone series by Jenny Nimmo
The story is about a 10 year old boy (called Charlie Bone) who learns that he possesses an
"endowment", a type of supernatural gift. He is soon forced into attending Bloors Academy (a
private school for the Arts & endowed children). The series is full of fun, Magic and Mystery. If
you liked Harry Potter, you will definitely enjoy these.
9+
Lion Boy trilogy by Zizou Corder
Charlie has a special gift: he can speak to and understand cats whether they be wild lions or
friendly home cats. His adventures take readers on a fantastic journey that are dangerous and
thrilling.
9+
Alex Rider series by Anthony Horowitz
Spies are great currency for exciting storylines, but few authors manage to successfully concoct
realistic scenarios for a willing readership expecting chases, gunshots and thrills aplenty.
9+
Danger Zone series by David Gilman
Book 1: The Devil’s Breath
Book 2: Ice Claw
These books introduce Max Gordon, a teenage action adventure hero, to readers that like Alex
Rider stories. Rather than gadgets, ecological crusader Max relies on adrenalin, physical prowess
and his wits. He hits a new continent in each book, with heart-stopping escapades at every turn of
the page.
9+

Young Bond series by Charlie Higson
These books are brilliantly researched and in keeping with the original Bond stories. They are full
of action and adventure and perfect for anyone who likes a good spy story.
10+
Percy Jackson series by Rick Riordan
Percy's life is never the same after he discovers that he is half human and half god - yes, the
Greek gods are alive and well, and living in modern day America!
A superb blend of modern day school life and Greek mythology
10+
Harry Potter series by JK Rowling
Everyone knows of this series but a ‘books to love’ list wouldn’t be the same if Harry Potter wasn’t
on it! This book is loved by millions of people and will be read for decades!
The first book in the series is child friendly and magical, but as Harry grows up the challenges he
faces become darker and more deadly. Therefore, the recommended reading age for each book
differs, with books 1 to 3 being ages 7 to 9, and books 4 to 7 being age 10+
A Series of unfortunate events by Lemony Snicket
Written by a hugely talented author and bursting with dark and wicked humour that appeals to
fans of Roald Dahl, this incredibly successful series has captured the imagination of children the
world over.
10+
Bridge to Terabithia by Katherine Paterson
It is a beautiful story about the nature of friendship and overcoming your fears. It is moving and
insightful; about death and creativity.
10+
Airman by Eoin Colfer
It is an amazing story of a young boy, Conor Broc, and his battle to accomplish the first ever
powered flight and then his battle to stay alive. This book is packed with excitement, fear, hope
and determination.
10+
The Secret Countess by Eva Ibbotson
Anna, a young countess, is forced to flee Russia during the revolution. She takes a job as a
housemaid for a rich family. Can she keep her true identity a secret? This is a lovely and well told
story.
10+
Jimmy Coates Series by Joe Craig
An eleven-year-old boy discovers he has strange powers, and a future that holds mystery,
adventure - and death! Who are the mysterious men chasing Jimmy across the city? Why are
they after him? What are Jimmy's parents keeping from him and who can he trust? And how
come he can suddenly do all this really cool stuff!? This book is fast-paced and intelligently
written.
10+
Whispering to Witches by Anna Dale
A short holiday with his mother turns out very differently for Joe than he could have imagined
when he left home. Soon he is embroiled in a world of witchcraft, a world where the kind and
innocent witches of Britain are facing a wicked foe. Can Joe and his young friend Twiggy put an
end to the cunning plot, or will they, like their witchy friends, find the baffling mystery too hard to
solve?
10+

Stoneheart by Charlie Fletcher
Stone Heart is a well-written gripping story about a boy who falls out of the normality of London
life into a parallel dimension, in an `overlaid' reality of London where statues on the city's
buildings have life and, all too often, malicious intent. Accompanied by a girl with unusual flashback powers who perpetually inhabits this other-London with its malevolent undercurrent, George
struggles to battle against the gargoyles, dragons and other `taints'. The book runs at a fast pace
throughout, with its rapid story line and twists and turns as the characters solve a riddle to find the
Stone Heart. As time ticks down for George, a varied range of characters are increasingly
developed, helping both the children and the reader understand better the deep dark forces at
work. Grounded in the actual geography of London, and including an attractive map with the key
statues and places highlighted, Iron Hand and Silver Tongue are the next two books in the
series. 10+
Inkheart by Cornelia Funke
Meggie is the daughter of a revered bookbinder called Mo whose peaceful existence is one night
shattered by the arrival of Dustfinger - a shadowy man with a mysterious link to Mo's past. Mo
and Meggie are soon on the move, running from something that threatens everything they hold
dear. But the past inevitably catches up with them and Mo is forced to reveal to his daughter for
the first time his terrible secret. He has the ability, or curse, to breathe life into any story he reads
and make the characters come alive. Just such a character, the sinister Capricorn, is after Mo to
ensure that he stays alive and is never returned to the pages from which he was sprung. And, of
course, he'll stop at nothing to guarantee success. This book is breathtaking with suspense.
InkSpell and InkDeath are the next books in the series.
10+
Savvy by Ingrid Law
th
On her 13 birthday, Mississippi “Mibs” Beaumont will discover her unique supernatural power:
her “savvy”. One brother can generate sparks of electricity; another can summon gusts of wind.
But on the eve of her birthday, tragedy strikes and Mibs embarks on a race against time. This
book blends a rites of passage theme with a road trip, a family crisis and a dash of supernatural.
10+
Tunnels by Roderick Gordon
This book is about an exhilarating, spine-tingling journey to a hidden and menacing world deep
beneath the streets of London. Will Burrows and his Father share a love of digging but when his
father disappears down a tunnel and doesn't come back - Will sets out on an amazing journey to
find him. The story follows Will's great friendship with Chester and the adversities they face
together, from school bullies, Will's unconventional family and the chilling world they uncover
when digging below the surface. Why does Will look different from the rest of his family? Why are
there strange people following him? Why does he spend every waking moment planning to dig
deeper and deeper tunnels and where does he end up? What does he find when he gets there and WHO? Not something you can guess, so get reading TUNNELS!! Deeper is the sequel.
10+
Howls Moving Castle by Diana Wynne Jones
19 year old Sophie is turned into a 90 year old woman by the wicked witch of the waste, and
seeks refuge in the castle that roams around the hillside owned by the notorious Wizard Howl. In
it she finds Michael, the wizard's young apprentice, Calcifer, the fire demon who is bound to Howl
by a contract and, of course, Howl, who isn't quite what he seems. Howl’s Moving Castle is told in
Diana Wynne Jones’ laid back style, and is full of intrigue – you are always waiting to see what
happens next. With brilliant, lovable characters, and a great story line, it's another of her great
books.
10+
Born to Run by Michael Morpurgo
A very well written book that goes all out to make sure children understand the full ins and outs of

dog ownership, dog rescue, opens their eyes to issues such as dog theft and tells of the horrors
of "behind the scenes" in greyhound racing. This is a funny, harrowing, sad, but ultimately a
heart-warming tale.
10+
Vampirates series by Justin Somper
Connor and Grace are twins, recently orphaned after their widowed father's death. Rather than
being adopted by the town's busy-bodies, they decide to set sail for new pastures in their father's
last single possession, his sailing boat. But a vicious storm sees their boat capsize and the twins
separated. Two mysterious ships sail to their rescue - each picking up one twin before
disappearing into the mist. Connor wakes to find himself on a pirate ship and is soon being
trained up with a cutlass. Meanwhile Grace finds herself locked in a darkened room, as the
vampirates await nightfall. Determined to find each other, yet intrigued by their new shipmates,
the twins are about to embark on the biggest adventure of their life. This book is a fantastic mix of
pirates and Vampires; action and adventure. There are 4 books in the series, which are great fun
for both boys and girls.
10+
The Thirteen Treasures by Michelle Harrison
This is a superb novel which will have you bewitched from the very beginning to the very end and
tells the story of Tanya, a young girl who goes to stay at her grandma's manor house and soon
begins to unravel a fifty year old mystery. Coupled with this she has to contend with the second
sight, her ability to see fairies, which are not always as nice as they seem. The characters are
both lovable and memorable in this highly imaginative, well written novel.
10+
Silver Sword by Ian Serraillier
Before ‘Once’ and ‘The boy in the striped pyjamas’, there was the Silver sword. A moving action
packed story about a group of young children trying to avoid starvation and the Nazi’s during
WW2. Definitely one you’ll read again and again.
10+
Wonderland by Derek Watson and Kit Wallis
This story is written in a magazine style to capture the interest of able but reluctant readers. It is
set in the future, which has been torn apart by conventional, chemical and biological warfare,
where the main characters are struggling to survive and retain their humanity.
10+
Witch Child by Celia Rees
This book is fabulous and was incredibly popular when it first came out. Its historical nature
makes it very interesting and the main character, Mary, is incredibly endearing.
11+
I Coriander by Sally Gardner
This is a beautiful story set in the contrasting worlds of a mystical kingdom and harsh puritanical
London. I Coriander boasts of an unforgettable characters, including some chilling Dickensian
villains. It is a fairytale worthy of classic status.
11+
The Saga of Darren Shan by Darren Shan
Darren Shan is just an ordinary schoolboy until: he gets an invitation to visit the Cirque Du Freak;
meets Madame Octa; comes face to face with a creature of the night, and gets trapped into a
deadly bargain. Darren knows that his life will never be the same again and that he must learn to
face the otherworldly challenges that lie in store for him as the vampire's assistant.
There are 12 books in the series. The style and tempo of the books are deep, meaningful,
reflective and at times extremely emotional. They tackle decisions and choices that would be

impossible to make and really get the readers thinking and involved in the books. You will
instantly be pulled into the life of the teenage boy and empathise with his life. The storyline is just
incredible and you soon get to love the characters. A series full of action, excitement and twists!
11+
The Hunger Games by Suzanne Collins
Sixteen-year-old Katniss Everdeen regards it as a death sentence when she is forced to
represent her district in the annual Hunger Games, a fight to the death on live TV. But Katniss
has been close to death before—and survival, for her, is second nature. The Hunger Games is a
searing novel set in a future with unsettling parallels to our present. Welcome to the deadliest
reality TV show ever. This book is amazing and packed with excitement. It really is un-put-downable!
11+
Blood Ties by Sophie McKenzie
When Theo discovers the father he thought died when he was a baby is still alive, he's
determined to find him. The clues lead him to the lonely Rachel, who has problems of her own,
including parents who compare her unfavourably to her long-dead sister. But when Rachel and
Theo are attacked by men from RAGE - the Righteous Army against Genetic Engineering - at
Rachel's school disco, they are rescued by strangers and taken to meet a mysterious figure.
There, they both make some startling discoveries about their identities, which will affect their past,
present, and future in dramatic and life-altering ways. This teen thriller has a fantastic plot and is
fast-paced throughout.
11+
The Cherub Series by Robert Muchamore
The first Cherub book, The Recruit, is an exciting action book based on a secret organisation that
uses children as spies. The plot is not the same as a James Bond fiction as there are no supervillains, high-tech gadgets, or impossible missions that are miraculously completed. It is this
realism that is the main attraction of this fantastic book.
In The Recruit, James Adams, a normal eleven-year-old boy, is enrolled in the secret
organisation Cherub, where he is put through extreme physical training and sent on his first
mission to infiltrate a terrorist group known as ‘Help Earth’. There are currently 11 books in the
series.
11+ (NB some violence and sensitive language)
The Declaration by Gemma Malley
The story opens in the year 2140, and people have conquered death in the form of Longevity
drugs. With limited food and fuel resources, waste has become a serious crime and the worst
crime of all is having a child. Anna is one of these children. She is housed at Grange Hall where
she and other surpluses are taught that the most they can ever hope for is a harsh life of
servitude to make amends for their existence. Anna is well on her way to becoming a valuable
asset when Peter arrives at Grange Hall. He challenges everything she has learned by arguing
that people who take Longevity are the real criminals and perversions of nature, not the young.
He also claims that he knows her parents and that they want her back. Peter is strange and new,
but is he enough to make her risk everything to escape with him? It is tense, exciting and thought
provoking.
11+
Skulldugggery Pleasant by Derek Landy
It is an adventure with magic, betrayal, loyalty, horror and sadness in it mixed in with a bit of
humour. The story is about a girl of 12 years, called Stephanie, investigating her uncle's death
with a living skeleton- Skulduggery Pleasant! Together they fight the evil to save the world!
Sequels are Skullduggery Pleasant: Playing with Fire and Skullduggery Pleasant: The
Faceless one.
11+

Chronicles of Ancient Darkness by Michelle Paver
Wolf Brother. Spirit Walker. Soul Eater. Outcast. Oath Breaker
Wolf Brother brilliantly recreates the world of 6,000 years ago and follows a young boy, Torak,
as he learns to survive in a vast and dangerous forest after the death of his father. There are
raging rivers, hostile tribes, fever, starvation and a demon that has taken the shape of a giant
bear. Torak is totally convincing as a primitive hero. Paver is also a great storyteller and nearly
every chapter ends on a cliff-hanger.
11+
The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas by John Boyne
It is one of the saddest and most terrifying books ever written. A story of the innocence of youth
and told in such a simple way. It is unsettling, thought-provoking and utterly amazing.
12+
Uglies by Scott Westerfield
This is the start of a futuristic fiction series. Set in the future where it is every teenager’s dream to
be pretty - but at what cost? Tally Youngblood discovers that becoming pretty is not the dream it
should be. This is a rollercoaster ride that is full of excitement and tension with twists of romance,
action and betrayal.
Next in the Series are Pretties, Specials and Extras.
12+
Noughts and Crosses series by Malorie Blackman
Sephy and Callum have been best friends since childhood, and now they are older and they
realise they want more from each other. But the harsh realities of lives lived in a segregated
society are beginning to take their toll: Callum is a nought - a second-class citizen in a world
dominated by the Crosses; and Sephy is a Cross - the daughter of one of the most powerful men
in the country. The barriers they would have to cross to be together at first seem little more than
minor obstacles to the two idealistic teenagers, but soon those barriers threaten not only their
friendship but their lives. ‘Noughts and Crosses’ is written with the passion of an author who has
a personal message about the perception of the past, present and future, and Blackman has
used the clever device of turning preconceived ideas of racial prejudice upside down to make
sure that her point is well and truly made. Deeply disturbing and totally absorbing this novel is
intriguing from the outset, with a shocking climax that packs an unforgettable punch.
12+ (NB some adult references and sensitive language)
Next in the series are Knife Edge, Checkmate and Double Cross.
His Dark materials Trilogy by Philip Pullman
Northern Lights, Subtle Knife, Amber Spyglass
Grounding his fictional world in the hauntingly familiar, Pullman weaves reality and imagination
with a masterful touch. There are witches, angels, talking polar bears and other much stranger
creatures. It cannot be praised enough. Read it and marvel.
12+
The Princess Bride by William Goldman
This book is a fun ride. It is a cut-to-the-chase story of love, adventure, really good guys and
wickedly bad. It is also smart, packed with hilarious one-liners and side-splitting situations. It is
also jammed with swordfights, giants, riddles, revenge and magic. The plot is clever, the style is
hypnotic and the conclusion is satisfying.
12+
The Knife of Never Letting Go by Patrick Ness
Imagine you are the only boy in a town of men. And you can hear everything they think and they
can hear everything you think. Imagine you don't fit in with their plans. Todd Hewitt is just one
month away from the birthday that will make him a man, but his town has been keeping secrets

from him - secrets that are going to force him to run. In this story we are very much inside Todd's
head and with his distinctive narrative voice. The writing is colloquial and idiosyncratically spelt,
reflecting his lack of schooling (the sinister mayor of Prentisstown disapproves of education).
Initially Todd knows next to nothing of the outside world, and precious little even of the village and
its inhabitants. This is a beautiful, creative, imaginative, sad, funny, entertaining, thrilling book that
does contain some violence.
The sequel is called The Ask and The Answer.
12+
Gone by Michael Grant
Suddenly there are no adults and no answers. What would you do? In the blink of an eye the
world has changed. The adults vanished without a trace, and those left must do all they can to
survive. But everyone's idea of survival is different. Some look after themselves, some look after
others, and some will do anything for power...even kill. For Sam and Astrid, it is a race against
time as they try to solve the questions that now dominate their lives - what is the mysterious wall
that has encircled the town of Perdido Beach and trapped everyone within? Why have some kids
developed strange powers? And can they defeat Caine and his gang of bullies before they turn
fifteen and disappear too? It isn't until the world collapses around them that they find out what
kind of people they really are. This is a chilling portrayal of a world with no rules. There is action,
suspense, romance, science fiction and fantasy all rolled into one.
GONE is a spectacular beginning to what I can only hope will be a thrilling series! Amazing!!!
12+ (NB contains some violence and sensitive language)

An all time great book list
Flat Stanley (+other Stanley books):

Jeff Brown

My Naughty Little Sister (+other titles)

Dorothy Edwards

Miss Happiness and Miss Flower

Rumer Godden

Little Plum

Rumer Godden

The Dolls House

Rumer Godden

The Story of Holly and Ivy

Rumer Godden

Tottie: The Story of a Dolls House

Rumer Godden

Grandpa Chatterji

Jamila Gavin

Grandpa Chatterji’s Third Eye

Jamila Gavin

Grandpa’s Indian Summer

Jamila Gavin

Emil and the Detectives

Erich Kastner

Lisa and Lottie

Erich Kastner

The Borrowers

Mary Norton

The Borrowers Afield

Mary Norton

The Borrowers Afloat

Mary Norton

The Borrowers Aloft

Mary Norton

The Complete Borrowers

Mary Norton

Carrie’s War

Nina Bawden

The Peppermint Pig

Nina Bawden

The Finding

Nina Bawden

Carbonel

Barbara Sleigh

The Kingdom of Carbonel

Barbara Sleigh

Ballet Shoes

Noel Streatfield

(+other books by same author)

The Silver Sword

Serrailler

The Railway Children

E Nesbit

Five Children and It

E Nesbit

The Phoenix and the Carpet

E Nesbit

What Katy Did (+ sequels)

Susan Coolidge

101 Dalmations

Dodie Smith

Mary Poppins

(and other titles)

P L Travers

Little Women

Louisa M Alcott

Winnie-the-Pooh (original unabridged version)

A A Milne

The House at Pooh Corner

A A Milne

Peter Pan (original version)

J M Barrie

Tom’s Midnight Garden

Philippa Pearce

Goodnight Mister Tom

Michelle Magorian

(Some of Michelle Magorian’s other books are for much older readers, teens)
The Secret Garden

Frances Hodgson Burnett

The Little Princess

Frances Hodgson Burnett

The Little House on the Prairie (+sequels)

Laura Ingalls Wilder

(not like the TV series)
The Family from One End Street

Eve Garnett

The Indian in the Cupboard (trilogy)

L Reid Banks

Other suggestions:
Tamburlaine’s Elephants

G McCaughran Usborne

Milly Molly Mandy

Joyce Lanchester Brisley

The Phantom Tollbooth

Norton Juster

Heidi

Joanna Spyri

The Great Elephant Chase

Gillian Cross

The Demon Headmaster

Gillian Cross

